A standard approach to building a fuzzy controller based on stochastic logic uses binary random signals with an average (expected value of a random variable) in the range [0, 1] . A different approach is presented, founded on a representation of the membership functions with the probability density functions.
Introduction: As we know, an implementation of fuzzy inference can be done on general purpose computer architectures (including digital signal processors and microcontrollers) or on a special fuzzy hardware [1] . Analogous and digital techniques are used. Fuzzy controllers working on stochastic logic represent a special kind of fuzzy hardware [2] , [3] . The stochastic logic uses binary random signals with an average (mean) value in the interval between 0 and 1. It saves procedures known in the analogous technique, but it need digital compounds for its realization. It is possible to obtain a very simple realization of multiplication. The ways of signal representation are different. Synchronous or asynchronous working and various modulations are possible [4] . Computation with random signals has some advantages in comparison with classical techniques. Stochastic signals are much less sensitive to noise than analogous signals. Digital logic can be very space-efficient.
Results:
The fuzzy logic controller is described as the fuzzy logic system [5] . Its task is to map a sharp input value into a sharp output one. A fuzzyficator arranges the corresponding input fuzzy sets to sharp input values. An inference mechanism maps the input fuzzy sets into output fuzzy sets by using linguistic rules. Further, a defuzzyficator transforms them into a sharp output value. In the case of two input values, the linguistic rules have the following form: or described by implication:
We unify rules into a single relation [6] :
For inference operator, the Larsen product implication is used:
C is an output fuzzy set, that is a mapping of input fuzzy sets 
since the probability sum of single realizations of the random variable is 1.
By derivation we have reached a point when all theoretical resources, needed in controller design, are
ready. An implementation requires [7] a realization of multiplication of the probability density functions, a realization of their generation, and a realization of defuzzyfication.
Example: Fig. 1 displays a 
